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Auto text reply apple iphone

Unfortunately, neither SMS nor most messaging apps – including iMessage – allow you to send automated texts without your input to send each time. There may be a solution to what you are trying to achieve and this is by using DO NOT DISTURB DURING DRIVING MODE. Go to Settings--&gt;Don't disturb, and then scroll all the way down to Do Not
Disturb While Driving. Set activation to Manual. Automatically reply to all contacts. And finally Auto Reply where you can customize your automatic reply. Now, when you're not going to be available for calls or texts, then you can manually turn on Do Not Disturb while driving from Control Center (Show control center by pulling down from the top right corner on
your screen and tapping on the car icon). Then, all incoming messages will receive your custom automatic reply. Turn off the feature when you're available again. Yes, it is a solution and you should remember to turn this feature on and then disable it. In addition, if you want to recommend this feature to Apple, then please leave feedback here Product
Comments - AppleAxel F. Cut the Cord Smart Home PC Mobile Social Media The best cut cord Smart Home PC Mobile Social Media The best random Read more October 30, 2020 If you drive and don't want people to think you're ignoring your texts , you might want to consider creating the auto-reply function on your iPhone. This feature allows you to reply
to texts without endangering yourself or others by texting while driving. In this article, we'll show you how to set up automatic response while driving and related features, such as how to turn off text notifications while driving. How to set up automatic reply to iPhoneI need to set up an automatic response in advance so it doesn't bother you when you're
otherwise busy. The feature is built into iOS, so it takes less than a minute to configure automatic response while driving on iPhone.First, let's add Do Not Disturb to Control Center for easy management. Select Settings on iPhoneNext, tap Control CenterNext, tap Customize controlsAtce the green icon next to Do Not Disturb while driving to add it to Control
CenterI'll now be able to quickly turn Do Not Disturb while driving as needed. You must then set the message and reply settings. Follow these steps to do this: Settings on iPhoneTap Don't Disturb turn on Manual Connection, When you connect to The Bluetooth Car, or Automatically Then set the automatic reply to all contacts, recently, favorites or not
OneYou can customize the auto-reply message or leave the default auto-reply: I drive with Do Not Disturb turned on. I'll see your message when I get where I'm going. While these steps set up your iPhone for automatic response while driving, you may want to set more specific parameters, such as setting up your iPhone to send only auto-reply texts to
people in your contacts, not people you don't know. Here's how to configure auto-reply to send messages only to specific people:Open settings Don't disturbThe taker down and tap Auto Reply toChoose that you want to Auto Reply from these options: No one, Recently, Favorites, or All ContactsCece configured, all you need to do is activate Do Not Disturb
every time you get in the car. Automatically answer calls on your iPhoneDid you know that you can also automatically answer calls on your iPhone? It works in a very similar way to replying to messages. If you don't want to let the phone ring or send the caller to voicemail, an automatic answer is an excellent choice. It's not exactly automatic, as you need to
select a message during the incoming call, but it's better than having to answer. Let's set it first: Open the settings for your iPhoneTap phone appTap Answer with TextOf course, you can keep the default responses to Reply with text or you can write your own. Then, when a call appears, select Message above the Accept button on your iPhone to reply with
the canned answer you just set up. Simply select the message in the pop-up window and confirm. Stop calling iPhone or text notifications while driving or BusyIf you're trying to navigate busy city streets, the last thing you want is to be disturbed by an incoming call or text. The same Do Not Disturb function that we have already used can help here. The
iPhone has a specific setting for not bothering while driving and we can use it here. First, let's add it to Control Center.Select settings on iPhone.Tap Control CenterTap Customize controlsAdd the green icon next to Do Not Disturb while driving to add it to Control CenterThey then swipe up to display Control Center and select the car icon to start not bothering
while driving. When you're on the move, the phone should detect it and stop bothering you with phone call notifications or text notifications. Setting up automatic text replying on your iPhone is useful if you travel a lot or often find yourself in situations where you don't want or can't answer text or call. Disclaimer: Some pages on this site may include an affiliate
link. This does not affect our editorial in any way. A huge inspiration for the concept of will light were our initial experiences with the internet. For me that was the days of AIM; days where the internet lived in a room in my parents' house, and when I left the chair in my father's office, I left the internet behind. There was a clear distinction of on and off that I was
starting to miss with a smartphone always in my pocket. With the constant nagging to immediately check and reply, the simple idea of a message off becomes so freeing.original sketch of 'will light'Away messages was something you always felt should be a part of the experience, however until the most recent iOS 11 update, iPhone users were not able to
create an automated response message. This came as a huge disappointment. Fortunately (and thanks to one of our Kickstarter supporters – thanks Mikael K.!) there's a little hack we wanted to share to create an automated response to your iPhone. (Android users had had whether you're using this in conjunction with your light phone or just as a way to
tune down notifications on your smartphone, it's an easy method to make your smartphone a little lighter. You can try some of the will light experience without the phone light. Hope this is useful!iOS Auto Reply HackTo iOS 11 there is a new feature - do not disturb while driving - that allows you to configure an automated text reply. It is intended for use while
driving, but you can turn it on manually whenever you want. Open your settings&gt;Do Not Disturb&gt;which you scroll to Do Not Disturb while driving. Leave it set to Turn on manually and customize the auto-response message to whatever you want. As you can see in the example above, two text messages are sent to the recipient, your custom reply, and an
automated iOS response that cannot be edited. The confusion will come in if you're actually using a light phone as texting urgency won't update the phone light, but one can be clearer about indicating that in the custom response area. However, if you use this feature without a light phone, it will still limit text messages that come through to your iPhone, and
the urgent feature will actually work. Now to add Do Not Disturb while driving in your phone's Control Center, so you can easily turn it on/Off.Go in Settings&gt;Control&gt; and find do not disturb while driving under more controls to add it to your Control Center.It is a hack in that you can use it to go light whether you drive or not. Although it's not 100%
seamless because of the un-editable iOS message, it's quite a welcome feature for our own personal enjoyment and hopefully you can find some benefit from it too. Android Auto-ReplyUnlike iOS, there have been many options for automatic responses to Android smartphones for some time. We were able to find a few options in our Internet search, however,
we haven't had a chance to test ourselves: Android's automatic SMS reply text message that is Android, you can find plenty of third-party applications to manage your incoming texts and deal with them automatically. One of the best for this task is automatic SMS reply text message, free with in-app upgrades. The app is simple to use, with instructions listed
at the beginning and plenty of flexibility — you can automatically answer calls as well as messages and set up a personalized contact list that is important enough to return. If this from this (IFTTT) IFTTT - is there anything you can't do? Definitely can answer your texts for you, but only for Android because, as explained above, you can't get the necessary
permissions to iOS.To get your Android auto answer ready, open IFTTT, create an applet, and select Android SMS as a trigger. Select any new SMS received, then Android SMS, and send an SMS as your action. Write your automatic reply and select the source phone number as the recipient fill in the applet, and you're ready to go. Everything happens
automatically and pretty much right away too. Just remember to turn the applet on and off when you start and stop going light. Android AutoAndroid Auto, a Google-made app, has an automatic answer already baked-in as a feature and can be installed on any modern Android phone. Tap the menu button, then Settings, and then Auto Reply, and compose
your message. You still need to press the reply button when a message appears, but it's a task at a glance. It works with any Android Auto-compatible messaging app, such as Facebook Messenger, Hangouts, or WhatsApp.We'd like to know about your experience with away messages if you decide to give it a chance. It's an easy way to try some of the
aspects of 'light transition' before you even get your new light Phone.lightphone2.com Phone.lightphone2.com
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